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Translation—cross-cultural 
communication 

• “A language postulates in itself a model of reality 
and a phonic association with the universe it 
describes, so we cannot separate language from 
culture. (…) Translation is a cultural fact that means 
necessarily cross-cultural communication, because 
translation enables language to cross borders and 
helps intercultural exchange and understanding.” 
(Muñoz-Calvo 2010, p.2)  

– Explain this passage 
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Case study: tag lines, commercials 

• Perhaps one of the most challenging instance of 
translation is conveying marketing messages 
between cultures 

• Often commercials have cultural messages and 
appeal, which are hard to translate 

• “Think globally, act locally” – motto for 
companies with cross-border markets 

– Translation, therefore, becomes critical in this form 
of inter-cultural communication! 
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Cultural adjustment 

• Approaches need to be modified in accordance 
with the target market for the advertisement  

– Some examples from the article you’ve read for 
today (comparison between German and UK 
markets): 

• Diet Coke—medical word or means “light” 

• Different expectations of the target audience 
(humor/seriousness/stereotypes) 

– Any examples from Hungary? 
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Cultural adaptation 

• Aspects of advertisements are bound up with 
cultural phenomena 

• Intercultural comparisons must be 
appropriately considered in translation 

• Adaptation as a prerequisite of efficient 
translation  

• Also: advertising is a form of persuasion  
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Strategies 

• 1. total transfer: image and semantic contents 
preserved 

• 2. translation with minimum changes: partial 
adaptation  

• 3. adapted translation: keep visuals, change 
text (slightly or significantly) 

• 4. Revision: keep visuals, write new text  
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Brief student presentations 

• In a few minutes, please share with others what 
ads you’ve analyzed as part of your homework 

• You can also share the ad itself (images, short 
video or audio) 

• Please pay attention to the translation itself  

– Where did you see cultural adjustments? 

– Did you find mistranslations? 

– Which part did you find most/least effective? 
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Presentations: 3-5 minutes! 
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Practice 

• First, you’ll see some of the best taglines (in 
English)—note how they are short, catchy and 
easy to remember (separate power point) 

– Translate them to Hungarian 

• Then, you’ll see taglines in Hungarian (separate 
power point)—do your best to translate them 

– Pay attention to the meaning 

– Pay attention to the catchiness 

– Challenges: play on words and cultural elements 
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Homework 

• Michaela Wolf. (1995).  “Translation as a 
process of power” in Mary Snell-Hornby et al., 
Translation as Intercultural Communication. 
Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing 
Company. 

• Mahasweta Sengupta. (1990). “Translation, 
colonialism and poetics” in Susan Bassnett and 
Andre Lefevere (eds.), Translation, History and 
Culture. London: Pinter. 
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